STURDY, SLEEK, AND READY TO FURNISH THE MOST INTENSE ENVIRONMENTS.

WaveWorks metal desks and storage components deliver robust solutions for heavy duty environments or spaces that simply crave the look of metal. For high traffic environments that require added durability such as service offices, schools, manufacturing facilities, warehouses, police stations, healthcare facilities, and work areas, WaveWorks delivers longevity, functionality, and beauty. With a vast offering of laminates and metal paint solutions, and a wide selection of storage units and worksurface sizes, WaveWorks offers versatility with classic style and contemporary design.
Painted metal combined with laminate worksurfaces create practical and spectacular results. Blend woodgrain, solid, or patterned laminates with the sleekness of metal to deliver a captivating and enduring aesthetic. WaveWorks offers solutions that are ideal for private offices, open plan spaces, and shared work areas.

Storage components and worksurfaces can be attached to our Exhibit wall rail solution, maximizing the wall surface and further demonstrating WaveWorks’ flexibility. Exhibit™ allows WaveWorks worksurfaces and storage to be positioned anywhere along the rail. Tackable and marker board inserts, along with the EZhibit rail, can be field scribed to create a custom fit without the additional expense of millwork. Utilizing Exhibit creates a light, airy aesthetic while providing easy access to electrical and data.
CREATE FUNCTIONAL SPACES THAT IMPRESS.

Accommodate all industries and organizations with the WaveWorks collection. From welcoming first impressions in the reception area to open plan spaces, this comprehensive solution offers the flexibility to outfit an entire organization. Add metal mobile pedestals in any space for additional storage and a comfortable place for guests to sit while having a quick conversation. A variety of storage components, worksurface shapes and sizes, and drawer configurations allows you to design WaveWorks to achieve the exact functionality you need.
WAVWORKS OFFERS INSPIRATION AND OPPORTUNITY.

Choose from a variety of WaveWorks metal storage solutions to express style or discover organizational efficiency. Freestanding solutions, such as lateral files, bookcases, and cabinets not only deliver useful storage, they provide the opportunity to divide space and create privacy for users. Combine storage units and worksurfaces to design configurations that work for specific needs.
WAVEWORKS® METAL STORAGE
PLATINUM METALLIC PAINT, DESIGNER WHITE LAMINATE, SOFTENED RIM PROFILE, INTEGRATED PULLS

WAVEWORKS® OVERHEAD STORAGE
DESIGNER WHITE LAMINATE

EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION
PLATINUM METALLIC RAILS, DUNE DRIFT TACK INSERTS

WAVEWORKS® COLLABORATIVE TABLE
DESIGNER WHITE LAMINATE, SOFTENED RIM PROFILE, H-STYLE SUPPORT BASE KIT, PLATINUM METALLIC

ESSAY® TASK STOOLS
NAVY

RIM PROFILES
SOFTENED PVC
REEF PVC

PEDESTALS
FULL PEDESTALS
¾ PEDESTALS

PULLS
BEAM PULLS
MIXED METAL PULLS
INTEGRATED PULLS

DOORS
FLIPPER DOORS
RECESSED DOORS
OPEN

METAL PAINTS
PLATINUM METALLIC (501)
SATIN NICKEL METALLIC (503)
CINDER (462)
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